May God and True Parents’ blessings and love be with all regions, mission nations and providential organizations.

After the conclusion of the special 40-day jeongseong period following True Father’s Universal Seonghwa Ceremony, True Mother departed for the United States and is currently carrying out the providence for victory on Foundation Day. With less than 110 days left until Foundation Day, True Mother has emphasized that all blessed families and members worldwide should move forward towards the goal of bringing victory on Foundation Day by completely investing themselves with a life-or-death resolve.

True Mother directed that the upcoming celebrations for the 53rd True Children’s Day and the 25th Foundation Day for the Unified Nation of Heaven and Earth should be held locally in each region and nation as a ceremony to confirm our resolve for victory on Foundation Day. Each nation and region is asked to hold one ceremony for these two holy days, according to local time, with all your heart and jeongseong.

1. Ceremony for the 53rd True Children’s Day and the 25th Foundation Day for the Unified Nation of Heaven and Earth
2. Date and Time: 10.1 by the Heavenly Calendar (November 14, 2012) Wednesday, 7:00 am (Korea time) or at a time designated by each region and nation
3. Venue: Please hold the ceremony in a church center (or other public venue)
4. Setting up for the Holy Day should be prepared and carried out according to local circumstances in each region and nation.